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INTRODUCTION

A-THREE is an optical model code for elastic scattering,
specifically designed for the requirements of heavy-ion pro-
jectiles. Fast search procedures for fitting model parameters
to experimental data are provided. Because of structural simi-
larity.-, provision for bound state calculation has also been
included.

In a sense, this code is "grandson of ABACUS-2,"
the intermediate generation having been ABACUS-HI (which was
not widely distributed); it has, however, been written completely
anew. Principal features include the ability to calculate to
high partial waves (up to Z • 800), refinement of integration
meshes for large wave-number and a variety of forms for the
optical potentials. The very superior Manchester Coulomb Wave
Functions Routine, good in all parts of the (P,TJ)-plane, has
been used.

This code, written in Fortran-extended, has been in use
at Brookhaven on its CDC-7600 for the last two years during
which a number of minor improvements have been added. On the
whole, the code should be stable after this long a shakedown
period.

The following pages give a general overview of the
principal features of the code with some recommendations for
input. This section is intended to guide the user and not as
a detailed description of the code. Then follow sections
describing the input cards and the output generated by the code.
These sections are sufficiently detailed to permit a user to
prepare input without reference to a code listing. Finally,
material necessary for writing special potential well sub-
routines and tables of control and parameter numbers are
appended.
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THE POTENTIALS

The parts of the potential available in A-THREE fall into four
categories, effectively described by the control parameters KRE, KIM,
KSO and KCOUL.

V(r) - VRE(r) +i-V m(r) +Vg0(r) J-? + VCQUL<r) for r

2
and consists only of a ZZ'e /r Coulomb term beyond &nippnDT?' ^iy spins
S » 0 or 1/2 are allowed. CUT0FF

where f,(r) is (a) a Woods-Saxon form with parameters Rl, Al, or
(b) supplied point-by-point as input

f.(r) is a Gaussian form with parameters R5, A5.

Alternatively, f^(r) may be specified by an Al (diffuseness)
and a radius, R, at which the sum of the real and Coulomb
parts has a maximum (referred to as Coulomb barrier
coordinates).

V m(r) - -WO«f (r)-Wl.g1(r)-W2»g2(r)

where f(r) is a part proportional to the form of the real
potential (-VRE(r)/(V0+Vl))
gl(r) is (a) a Woods-Saxon form with parameters R2, A2, or

(b) supplied point-by-point as input
g2(r) is (a) a Gaussian fora with parameters R3, A3, or

(b) the derivative of a Woods-Saxon form with
parameters R3, A3 (normalized to unity at R3).

V (r) •» (~-)2«VSO*h(r) (with leading constant set to 2 fm2)
S O ilk C

at
where h(r) is (a) 1/r times the derivative of the real potential

form, f(r), or
(b) 1/r times the derivative of a separately defined

Woods-Saxon form with parameters R7, A7, or
(c) supplied point-by-point as input.

CO " tne potential due to (a) a uniform charge distribution with
radius, RC, or

(b) a Woods-Saxon form charge distribution
with parameters, R4, A4, or

is ZZ'e times a potential form supplied as input.

Provision is also made for user-supplied subroutines to generate
any of the four parts of the potential: ^ ( r ) , V m ( r ) , V g 0(r), V C Q U L(r).
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INTEGRATION PARAMETERS

There are three grids used in A-THREE:

Grid 1: from r » 0 to t • RCUTOFF, NPTSi points (including end-points).
This grid, with interval £x, is used to specify the potential well and,
if output of radial wave functions is requested, also specifies the
wave function in the radial range where the well applies. Zsc should
be chosen to specify the well in sufficient detail, particularly if a
derivative form of well is used. For Woods-Saxon-type wells, £sc ~ a,
the diffuseness.is too coarse. When a hard-core potential is used,
ths grid should be so chosen that RSTART lies on a ftrid point.

Grid 2: from r - RCUTOFF to r » KSTOP, NPTS2-NPTS1 additional points. This
grid, with interval £X2> *s u s e d on^y "hen radial wave function devel-
opment (points) beyond the range of the potential well is required. £x2
is often chosen greater than Ar. (If only phase shifts and cross-sections
are to be calculated - for a continuum energy case, or if only eigen-
values are to be calculated for an uncharged particle - bound state
case, this second grid is unnecessary and NPTS2 and RSTOP should be
left blank or given as 0.) This 2nd grid is also necessary for charged
particle bound state problems: RSTOP should be chosen so that several
"decay lengths" 1/ff * l/|k| lie beyond the classical turning point.
This is, in general, critical only for just bound particles (up to a
few MeV) with ZZ1 small.

Note that both NPTSl and NPTS2 include endpoints: thus for 200
intervals in grid 1 and 100 in grid 2, NPTSl - 201 and NPTS2 - 301.

Grid 3: Integration interval DX • 1/f'kAr (or l/f'k&j) where f is an
integer refinement factor specified either explicitly (KREF ^ 0) or
implicitly (KREF > 0). Since the error estimates for approximating the
differential equation by the particular difference equation used in
this code is a function of (DX)4 a factor f must be chosen to keep DX
appropriately small. For most purposes a DX ̂  0.1 is sufficient. Note
that the same refinement factor applies to both grids 1 and 2 (when
grid 2 is present). Values of the radial wave function at intermediate
points (i.e., points of grid 3 which are not points of either grid 1
or grid 2) are not available for output. Running time is almost directly
proportional to the refinement factor.

PARTIAL WAVES

For most cases, no specification of the partial wave range to
be included is necessary. The code will then operate from £ • 0 to an
Anax chosen internally - adequate when the well cutoff is at a suitably
low value of potential. The effect of an in^ is to set all S-matrix
elements for Z > £rnax: s£ " 1 + i0» Ordinarily, the internal criteria
provide for the real part to be 1.0 to one part in 10°.

An option, particularly useful when low partial waves result in
essentially total absorption,is to specify ^ n only. Then, for all
2, < .(Jmin, the S-matrix elements will be set equal to 0 and the coefficient
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^ » 1.0-|s^| will then be 1.0. No wave functions are generated for
< 4nin and so they are not available for output.

The total number of calculated partial waves is limited to 401
i-values. When KSO • 0 (no spin orbit potential) 4,ax is limited to
800 and may not exceed 400 by more than the value of 4,in;

 w h e n ^
4nax is Ignited to 400.

For the bound state case, only one (£,j) wave is computed
(j • & or i + £). The principal quantum number, n, may be specified in
a search by giving the number of nodes, N, in the wave function (excluding
the ones at 0 or infinity): N * n-1.

WAVE FUNCTIONS

When requested as output, radial wave functions indexed by Z and j
(i » orbital angular momentum, j « ^ or i+|) are produced.

The continuum u^j(r) are radial wave functions (i.e., the total
wave function contains Ujjj(r)/r multiplied by Legendre polynomials) and
are normalized to unit incident flux. Let u^ • Ga(p, rj) + iF̂ (p,r))
where 6 and F are the irregular and regular Coulomb wave functions respec-
tively. Then the boundary condition imposed at r * RCUTOFF, which deter-
mines the normalization, is:

In particular, when no scattering takes place (S • 1. + i0.)> ug »-21F^(p
Factors such as (2i+l), e °^, etc., where required, must be introduced
separately.

For bound states, the radial wave function u^j(r) is normalized
to unity, /u2(r)dx » 1, over the range r«0 to RSTOP. A choice of RSTOP
insufficiently large to ignore the contribution of the region r > RSTOP
will result in an improperly normalized wave function. Generally, an
r-value at which lu,gj(r)|^ 5 x 10'* is quite adequate. Where greater
accuracy is required, one must make an error estimate of the effect of
truncation.

Continuum wave functions are in general complex; the bound state
ones are essentially real and so only a real part is provided for output.

When radial wave functions are written to the file TAPEl, that
file is then available to the user for further processing; in the Scope
system used on the CDC-7600, a subsequent program within the same job
may refer to it as TAPEl* Due care must be taken to rewind the file as
A-THREE leaves it positioned at the end-of-file. To save this file on
disc for future use, it is necessary to include appropriate control
cards.
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SEARCH AND SCAN

1. Bound State Search (KLASS = 2, KAUTO = 1 ) . A search is
made varying one parameter to obtain a match in logarithmic derivatives
at a point near the surface of the well.

The starting value of the parameter searched on is that given
in its appropriate location on Cards 3-6. The number of nodes in the
radial wave function (excluding those at r-»0 and infinity) is specified
on Card S-l - the search will seek the correct number of nodes. (Number
of nodes * principal quantum number minus 1.) The search will begin
by stepping the parameter in intervals given on Card S-2 (with correction
in direction, if necessary) until a cross-over of the matching value is
achieved; then the step will be decreased and three successive cross-
overs or decreases in steps (each time by a factor 0.4) will be sought;
finally, interpolation will home in on a match, convergence is achieved
when either the convergence criterion in parameter step size or in
logarithmic derivative match is met. The search will be terminated when
the maximum number of steps is reached (in case of non-convergence).

Typical parameters for a well depth search are: NPRT * 1, NFIN * 0,
NMAX1 - 20, ZCONV • .0001, parameter number - 11, initial step - 5.0,
VMIN • 20., VMAX • 80., e - 0.001. In addition col.71 on Card 2 should
be set • 1. If wave function output is desired for the converged solu-
tion, NPRT • 1 and NFIN " 1 are used (as well as a non-zero value in
col. 73 of Card 2).

2. Parameter Scan (KLASS • 1 or 2, KAUTO * 2). Calculations
are made at lattice points in an NDIH-dimensional parameter space speci-
fied on the Scan (S-2) cards.

Each dimension (parameter) has its starting point, terminating
point and interval(s) specified separately on S-2 cards. All dimensions,
except the first, are restricted to one interval size. Care should be
taken in multiplying dimensions: five points in each of five dimensions
is a large number of calculations!

For scattering problems (KLASS • 1), comparison with experimental
data and calculation of ERRSQ (defined under Search, below) is available.
NSETS * 0 when no calculation of ERRSQ is made (and consequently no
comparison data read in). NSETS may be greater than 1, as when data
at several energies or for several isotopes are combined to obtain one
ERRSQ. When NSETS > 1, an additional card(s) is required to list the
appropriate parameter describing the different data sets. Only one
parameter of this kind is allowed. •

A typical card set for Parameter Scan to survey the effect of
well size parameters is: NDIM * 2, NSETS - 1, NPRT - 0, NFIN • Ion
Card S-l; parameter number 41:. VI • 1.20, DV1 • .05, V2 • 1.30, para-
meter number 42: VI « 0.4, DVl » 0.1, V2 « 0.6 on the two S-2 cards.
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(Data cards must follow for this case). The NFIN * 1 option will
result in a full print (phase shifts and angular distributions as speci-
fied by KANG, NANG on Card 2) for the parameter set producing the least
ERRSQ.

3. Search for minimum ERRSQ. (KLASS - 1, KAUTO * 3,4 or 5).
A search is performed (in an NDM-dimensional parameter space) to
minimize ERRSQ by one or a combination of methods.

ERRSQ is defined as the sum of the following contributions:

1) for angular distribution quantities:

1 £ / Wc^exot \
5 i V * W /

(^calc

where q may be a dcr/dto, a da/doR or a polarization and £qexpt
 can be

specified in several ways (see pp 1.20-21) If several groups of angular
distribution quantities are given for a single set of. parameter values
(e.g., da/du's and P(0)'s or several groups of dcr/dcrg/s with different
normalizations) N is the total number of quantities, summed over the
groups.

2) for "total" quantities

:V
expt ^ I

where the weighting factor wg * 1/N or 1, i.e., the effect of either a
single point of, or all of, an angular distribution.

3) when several values of one of the parameters (e.g., energy
or target mass) are combined to form a single ERRSQ, the contributions
for each, as determined in 1) or 2) above, are simply added. The effect
of weighting each set of angular distribution quantities equally can
be compensated for by applying an overall scale factor (see SCAL2,
Card D-2) to the Afexpt* ttle effective weight then is altered by the
factor 1/(SCAL2)2.

When KAUTO • 3, a parameter space scan (similar to the KAUTO • 2
case) is performed first and the parameter values defining the Invest
ERRSQ of'that lattice are used as the starting point for subgequerc
searching. When KAUTO » 4 or 5, the initial values of all parameters
are specified on cards 3-6 and (in the case of SCALl's angular distribu-
tion normalizations) on cards D-2.

For KAUTO * 3 and 4, NMAX4 specifies the maximum number of steps
for the simplex method of minimization before proceeding to variable
metric minimization (Fletcher-Powell-Davidon or FPD method). NMAX4 may
be 0 for KAUTO • 3. For KAUTO - 3,4 and 5, NMAX5 specifies the maximum
number of steps for FPD minimization. NMAX5 may be 0 for KAUTO • 3 and 4.



The methods of minimization are described in detail elsewhere.
Our personal taste is not to use the simplex method at all (NMAX4 = 0,
KAUTO t 4) unless one has no information or intuition whatever about
the behavior of the parameter space. Furthermore, we prefer a coarse
scan which can be perused for general features before proceeding to a
minimization search; thus we run KAUTO = 2 and 5 separately, not coupled
as in the KAUTO - 3 case.

A typical search set would have KAUTO * 5 and col 71 on Card 2
set to I; ND3M - 4, NSETS • I, NPRT « 0, NFIN » 0, NMAX4 • 0, NMAX5 - 10
and ZCONV * 1.0 on Card S-l; and parameters 13, 41, 42 and 91 (W0, Rl,
Al and normalization of the angular distribution) on the S-2 cards
with e's • 0.01, 0.001, 0.001 and 0.005 (respectively).

ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS

When no comparison to data is to be made, the angular distributions
calculated are controlled by two parameters on the Control Card (Card 2).
Equal spacing between 0 and 180°, equal spacing beginning at a given angle
00, and explicit listing of angles are the options allowed. (The 200
angle maximum should be sufficient for almost all purposes).

When comparison to data is to be made, the above specifications
are overridden and, during search or scan, only those angles which corres-
pond to data points are calculated. Upon convergence (search) or for
the minimum ERRSQ (scan), when full print for lowest ERRSQ is requested
(see parameters NFIN, NPRT on S-l cards), the angular specifications of
the first paragraph are reinstated and the last calculation takes place
at these angles. (These can also be used to provide output for plotting,
etc.)

For angular distribution data, one may specify one of two types
of resolution (or none at all). When "slit-type" resolution is indicated,
the calculated angular distribution point related to the data point is
averaged with equal weight over three points: 0, 9 ± 2/3 A3, where A6
is the half width. This is adequate where the osciXlations in 0 are large
compared to AS; when this is not the case, some modification of the code
would be required. When Gaussian resolution is indicated, one of the
standard methods of orthogonal polynomials is used: the integral

— f e"x f(x)dx is approximated by a sum V w.f(x.)

™.» ffi
where the xj, are the zeros of the Hermite polynomial of order 3, H3(x),
and the weights are 1/6, 2/3, 1/6. Again, this approximation fails if
oscillations are of the order of the halfwidth • one must then go to
H5, H7, fig, etc.

When an "after-calculation" is done following the search or scan,
no resolution functions are applied to those angular distributions. Should
a calculation with resolution functions be desired when no data is yet
available, one can run a one-dimensional scan over an interval whose end-
points are the same (V1-V2, DV«0), with arbitrary data and large errors
and NPRT*-2, NFINK0. Then, ignore the data and ERRSQ.
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I N P U T C A R D S

Section 1. Cards for a single calculation; starting conditions for search
and scan procedures.

Card No. 1 Title Card page I.I
Card No. 2 Control Card I.2-1.4
Card No. 3 Incident Particle 1.5
Card No. 4 Target Nucleus 1.6
Card No. 5 Well Strengths 1.7
Card Nos. 5a,5b Additional Well Strengths (*) 1.8
Card No. 6 Well Size Parameters 1.9
Cards Nos. 6a,6b Additional Well Size Parameters(*)I.9
Card No. 7 Angle Specification (*) I.10
Card No. 8 Additional Wave Function Out-

put Specification (*) I.11
Card Nos. 9, Point-by-Point Well Specification

9.01, ... (*) 1.12

Section 2. Search and Scan Cards.

Cards Nos. S-l,S-2 Bound State Searches (KAOTO-1) 1.13

Card No. S-l Scan Control Card /vAirrn-?1* I<14

Card Nos. S-2, Scan Cards ^KAUIU £) j X5
S-2a, ...

Card No. S-l Search Control Card /KAl]T0.4 s>
 Ii16

Card Nos. S-2, Search Cards *• ' ' 1.17
S-2a, ...

Card No. S-3 Set Specification (KAUTO-2-5) (*) 1.18
(For KAUTO-3, S-l, S-2 (Scan) are in this section;

S-l, S-2 (Search) follow section 3.)

Section 3. Data Cards.

Card No. 0-1 Set Header 1.19
Card No. D-2 Group Header 1.20
Cards. No. D-3 Data Cards 1.21

(D-3/1, D-3/2, ...)

Section 4. Parameter Changes. 1.22

(*) denotes cards that are present only under special circumstances.
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Card No. 1 - TITLE CARD

col 1-70 - (Alphanumeric data) - Title

col 71-72 - (Integer)KTRL - 1 new case (Card No. 2 follows,
see next page).

2 terminates run (no more data
will be read).

-n change n parameters of previous
data and recompute (additional
"change" cards follow - see pg. 1.22).

other values ignored - program
will read cards ignoring their
contents until a card with a valid
KTRL is found

col 73-80 - (Ignored)
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Card No. 2 - CONTROL CARD
(all data in integer format right adjusted)

col. 5 - KLASS

col. 10 - KRE

col. 14-15 - KIM

col. 20 - KSO

col. 25 - KCOUL

col. 28-30 - OTTS1

=1 for scattering problem
=2 for bound state problem

Real Well Type
-0 none
»1 Woods-Saxon
»2 Gaussian
•3 combination of 1 and 2
«4 Coulomb barrier coordinates
»6 combination of 4 and 2
»8 special subroutine
»9 point-by-point input

(see cards 9, 9.01,...)

Imaginary Well Type
»0 none
•1 Woods-Saxon
•2 Gaussian
•3 combination of 1 and 2
*4 Derivative Woods-Saxon

• "5 combination of 1 and 4
•8 special subroutine
•9 point-by-point input

(see cards 9, 9.01,...)
«10 thru 19 same as 0 thru 9

(respectively) with an addition of a
term proportional to the real well
form

Spin-Orbit Well Type
•0 none (problem treated as spin-0)
•1 Thomas form (derivative of real

well form used)
•2 Thomas form (with derivative of problem

separately defined Woods-Saxon v treated
well used) as

-8 special subroutine spin -
»9 point-by-point input

(see cards S, 9.01,...)

Charge Potential Type
•0 none
»1 uniform charge distribution
-2 Woods-Saxon charge distribution
•8 special subroutine
=•9 point-by-point input

(see cards 9, 9.01,...)

Number of points in Well Specification
(from r-0 to r * CUTOFF, including endpoints)

10 £ NPTS1 * 501
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col. 32-35 - OTTS2

col. 40 - KADTO

col. 44-45 * RANG

col. 48-50 - NANG

col. 54-55 - KBO

col. 59-60 - KPOT

col. 65 - KRAD

col. 68-70 - KREF

Number of points in Wave-Function(for Print,Punch,
etc.)(from r»0 Co r»RSTOP, including endpoints) ~
If NFTS2 is blank or zero, the program
sets NFTS2 * NPTS1

NPXS1 * NPTS2 * 1001

Search and Scan Control
•0 no search
•1 bound state search (see Search cards)
•2 scan (see Search cards)
•3,4 or 5 search 'see Search cards)

(Further Controls arc on Search cards, pg I.13ff.)

(Class 1 only) Angular distribution Specification
•0 none
•1 equal intervals, 0 to 180° (Note *)
•2 6Q and &B specified (Card No. 7 required)
•-1 angles specified explicitly

(Cards No. 7,..* required)

(Class 1 only) Number of Angles
•0 none
>0 angles specified ) L f |NANG|
< 0 cosines specified f

' * 200

Radius Multiplier Control
-0 ail radii given explicitly
•1 rg's given; R • *«A.1/3

where A - AXARG
•2 rg's given; R «

where Ai - ABJC, A2"- AXABG
»-lro'a given; R«ro(A1+A2)

1'3

Additional Well Strengths Signal (see also p.1.8;
.«0 only card 5 needed
•+1 Card 5a will be present
•+2 Cards 5a and 5b will be present

Additional Well Lengths Signal (see also p. I.';,
•0 only Card 6 needed
•1 Card 6a will be present
-2 Cards 6a and 6b will be present

Integration Refinement Control
•0 no refinement relative to well grid
"1 to 16 refine wave function grid sufficiently

to obtain £>: £ 0.01,...,0.16 respectively
•-1 to -10 refine by a factor of 1 to 10

respectively
-10 £ KREF * 16

Note: Ax"A(6r) not &r.

* For charged particles, 0 is not included; for uncharged particles, 0° is
included. Thus to obtain 5° intervals, NANG "36 (resp. 37) for the charged
(uncharged) case.
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col . 71-75 - KPRTNT Print Controls:
col. 71 = 0 for normal printing of input and derived

parameters
• 1 to suppress during paramter changes

col. 72 (blank) -- always

col. 73 • 0 wells not printed .
* n > 0 to print wells at every n point

(except, every 10th for n«9)

col. 74 • 0 for normal printing of phase shifts
• 1 to suppress printing of phase shifts

col. 75 - 0 wave functions not printed
• n > 0 to print (punch or output to a file) the

radial wave functions at every n point
(except, every 10c^ for n«9)
(See Card 8, which is required when this entry
is not 0, for additional control.)

Note: The conventional value for KPRINT is 0 (or blank)
During search or scan procedures, all output requests con-
trolled by KERINT are subject to override by NPRT
(a control parameter on Card S-l.)

col. 77-80 - KPUNCH Additional Punch Controls:

col. 77 (reserved)

col. 78 (reserved)

col. 79 • 0 phase shifts not punched on cards
* 1 to punch phase shifts, for each JL calculated

col. 80 • 0 angular distributions not punched
• 1 to punch angular distribution information for

each angle calculated

Note: The conventional value for KPUNCH is 0 (or blank)
During search or scan procedures, all card output con-
trolled by KPUNCH is subject to override by NPRT
(a control parameter on Card S-l).
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Card No. 3 - INCIDENT PARTICLE
(all data in floating point format)

col 1-10 - ZINC - Charge of incident particle (in units
of positron charge).

ZINC % 0.0

col 11-20 - AINC - Mass of incident particle (in arau).
AINC may be zero or blank for a
neutron or proton (program will assign
the correct mass according to whether
ZINC - 0. or 1.)

AINC * 0.0

col 21-30 - EN - (Class 1) Energy of incident particle
in lab system (in MeV)

EN > 0.0

(Class 2) Binding energy of particle
(in MeV)

sign ignored; EN t 0.0

col 31-40 - ELL - (Class 2 only) £,% values for bound
41-50 - EJJ . state

ELL integer « 0.0
EJJ integer or "

half-integer « 0.0

For Bound State problems (Class 2) ZINC, AINC, EN describe the (4,j)
particle bound in the nucleus whose residual charge and mass is
given by ZTARG, ATARG (Card. No. 4)

col 31-40 - LMIN - (Class 1 only) 4-values to be included
41-50 - LMAX in calculation; ordinarily these will be

blank and program will do ii*0 to i^x where
-"max is sufficiently large to ensure
that Re(e2l&) - 1.000000.

When LMIN, LMAX are given, the program
will set all £ < LMIN |e*i6| - 0. and all
£ > LMAX e2i5 • 1.000000. (Consequently,
T,j • 1.0 for £ < LMIN and - 0.0 for I > LMAX.)

When KSO i> 0, LMAX is limited to 400; whew
KSO * 0, LMAX is limited to the lesser of
LMIN+400 or 800.

LMAX > LMIN, unless LMAX « 0 or is blank.
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Card No. 4 - TARGET NUCLEUS
(All data in floating point format)

col 1-10 - ZTARG - Charge of target nucleus (in units
of positron charge).

ZTARG « 0.

col 11-20 - A1AR6 - Mass of target nucleus (in ami)
ATARG > 0.

col 21-30 - R-CUTOFJ? - Radius beyond which potential (except
1/r part of Coulomb potential) is
identically zero (in Fermis)

R-COTOFF > 0.

col 31-40 - R-STOP - Radius beyond which no wave function
will be integrated, (For RSTOP zero
or blank program will set RSTOP •
RCUTOFFKin Fermis)

RSTOP »0. or 5" RCUTOFF.

col 41-50 - R-START - Radius at which wave function begins
to differ from zero (infinite hard
core radius) - ordinarily 0. or blank
(in Fermis)

0. ̂  RSTART < R-COTOFF.

Note: The following is the correspondence of points to r's:

Point 1 *~* r"0
pSSt NPTS1 ~ r-R
Point NPTS2 *- r-R-STOP

NPTS1 ~ r-R-CUTOFF 3 R"SIART ln this

RCUTOFF and RSTOP must be chosen consistent with NPTS1 and NPTS2.
RSTART, if not on a meshooint, is effectively taken at the nearest meshpoint.
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Card No. 5 - WELL STRENGTHS
(All data in floating point format; units are MeV.)

col. 1-10 - V0 - Real Well Strength (volume part)
(applicable for KRE = 1,3,4,6 and 9)

col. 11-20 - VI - Real Well Strength (gaussian part)
(applicable for KRE * 2,3 and 6)

col. 21-30 - WO - Imaginary Well Strength (real-proportional part)
(applicable for KIM - 10 thru 19)

col. 31-40 - Wl - Imaginary 'Tell Strength (volume part)
(applicable for KIM - 1,3,5 and 9;
also for KIM • 11, 13, 15 and 19 when
a separate volume part is to be added to
the real-proportinal part specified by W0.)

col. 41-50 - W2 - Imaginary Well Strength (surface part)
(applicable for KIM - 2,3,4 and 5;
also for KIM * 12, 13, 14 and 15 when a
surface part is to be added to the real-
proportional part specified by W0.)

col. 51-60 - VSO - Spin-Orbit Well Strength
(applicable for KSO • 1, 2 or 9)

Note: VSO should not include the factor 2.0 F2;
this factor is multiplied in by the code.

col. 61-70 - F17 - Additional Well Strength Parameter

Note: All of the above parameters are available to the special subroutines
that are called when KRE, KIM, KSO, KCOUL • 8. If more parameters are
needed to complete specification of wells, use Card(s) 5a, 5b following.

ii - •— (Card 5a must be present, even if blank, to read parameters into loca-
tions specified on card 5b.)

The above strengths may alternatively be made linearly (or quadratically)
dependent on energy (cm. or binding energy) by use of Cards 5a (5b) —
see next page.
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Card(s) No. 5a, 5b - ADDITIONAL WELL STRENGTHS
(All data in floating point format)

These parameters are available for more complicated well forms.

If used, KPOT on the Control Card, must be 1 or 2 (according as one

or two additional cards are required.) The parameters are placed in

the common block FINPUT at locations corresponding to the numbers fol-

lowing the F in the names below. E. g., F25 is at location FINPUT(25).

PARAMETER NAME

col. 1-10

col. 11-20 -

col. 21-30 -

col. 31-40 -

col. 41-50 -

col. 51-60 -

col. 61-70 -

Card 5a

F21

F22

F23

F24

F25

F26

F27

Card 5b

F31

F32

F33

F34

F35

F36

F37

When KPOT • -1 (or -2), the parameters on Card 5a (or Cards 5a and 5b)
are taken to be the linear (and quadratic) coefficients of the cm. energy
corresponding to the respective parameters on Card. 5. Thus, for KP0T--1,
the real potential strength corresponding to V0. becomes V01 »V0+F21xEc m ;
for KP0T--2, V01 • V0+F21xEc.m.

 + F31xEc m
 z; and so on for the other *

six fields on Card(s) 5, 5a (and 5b).
Note: to read quadratic coefficients, the linear ones must be given

(even if all linear coefficients are 0.).
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Card No. 6 (also 6a, 6b, if required) WELL SIZE PARAMETERS

(All data in floating point format; units are Fermis.)

Ordinarily, only Card 6 is present; if the additional parameters that
can be given on Card(s) 6a, 6b are required, KRAD on the Control Card
must be 1 or 2, according as one (6a) or two (6a and 6b) additional
cards are present. (Card 6a must be present, even if blank, in order
for card 6b to be read properly.)

PARAMETER NAME

col.

col.

col.

col.

col.

col.

col.

col.
(Note

1-10

11-20

21-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61-70

Card 6

Rl

Al

R2

A2

R3

A3

R4 or RC

73-80 A4
: no 71-72)

Card 6a

R5

A5

R6

A6

R7

A7

P57

F58

Card 6b

R8

A8

R9

A9

R10

A10

F67

F68

Each Rn-type parameter (Rl-RlO and RC) is treated as a radius and
is subject to multiplication by 1, A1'3, (Aj^1'3 +A 2

1 / 3) or (A l+A 2)
1' 3

according as the control parameter KRO Is 0, 1, 2 or -1. •

The parameters above that are used with the standard well types are:

For KRE » 1 or 3 - Rl * Saxon well radius Al - diffuseness (Al^O.)
4 or 6 - Rl • Coulomb barrier radius Al * diffuseness (Al?'0.}
2, 3 or 6 - R5 » Gaussian radius A5 - width (A5^0.)

(Card 6a required for R5 and A5)

For KIM - 1, 3 or 5 - R2 « Saxon well radius A2 - diffuseness
2, 3, 4 or 5 - R3 * Surface part radius A3 - diffuseness or width

(Gaussian or Derivative-Saxon) (A3^0.)
(the above also apply when KIM - 10+, according to the units place of

KIM.)

For KSO = 2 - R7 =* Saxon well radius A7 » diffuseness (A7^0.)
(Card 6a required for R7 and A7)

For KCOUL * 1 - RC * Uniform charge radius (*)
2 - R4 - radius (*) A4 - diffuseness (A4#3.)

(*) If R4 (or RC) is 0. or blank, the code will use Rl (for KRE^ or 6),
or the radius of the Saxon well corresponding to the potential
specified by the coulomb barrier coordinates (when KRE * 4 or 6).
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Card(s) No. 7 (7a,7b,...) - ANGLE SPECIFICATION

[Note: These cards are present only if (1) the problem is a
scattering problem, (2) RANG » -1 or 2, and (3) NAKG * 0.]

(All data in floating point format)

F o r KANG - 2, Initial point and interval specified:

col 1-10 - ANGO - First angle (in degrees) or cosine

col 11-20 - DANG - Angular (or cosine) interval
For |NANG| > I, DANG * 0

(See Note below)

For KANG » -1. Angles specified explicitly:

col 1-10
col 11-20

• • • • •
col 61-70

using as many cards as necessary,
|NANG| total entries

list of
angles
or

cosines

Note: All cosines must be in the range -1.0 to 1.0; for ZINC x ZTARG T4 0.,
no angle (or cosine) may be 0° (cos© * 1.0).

Note: Specification of angles used in comparison data for search (or scan)
procedures is not necessary at this point. The search (scan) procedures
section-of the code will obtain angular distribution values at the
required angles independent of the specifications on Card 7 or in KANG,
NANG on the Control Card.
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Card No. 8 - ADDITIONAL WAVE FUNCTION OUTPUT SPECIFICATION
[Rote: This card is present only if output of Radial
Wave Functions, u««(r
Control Card.]
(all data except col.
col. 5

col. 8-10

has been specified - col. 75,

8-10 in integer format)
=*1 write partial waves on the file named TAPE1

(if this option is used, the appropriate
file must be assigned)

«2 Punch cards with partial waves
-3 Print and punch cards
-4 Print the partial waves

(blank) selected ̂ -values, see below
ALL all 4-values

For KIASS-l.if ALL is not designated, the following entries
must be supplied:

col. 13-15 (integer) Ll * lowest JS-value to be printed (or
punched) Ll ̂  0

col. 18-20 (integer) L2 - last jfc-value to be printed (or
punched) L2 ^ 0; L2 ̂  Ll
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Card Ho. 9, 9.01,... Point-by-Point WELL SPECIFICATION
[Note: These cards are present only if at least one of the
entries KRE, KIM, KSO, KCOUL (on the Control Card) is 9.]

Card 9 specifies the number of distinct well forms and which
forms correspond to which parts of the potential. There
then follows from 1 to 4 sets of cards giving the well
forms (Cards 9,01, 9.02,...). Each distinct well form
starts on a new card; all NPTS1 points must be given
for each well form.

(integer format)
Card 9, col. 5 Nff • Number of distinct wells specified

in Cards 9.01, 9.02,...(-1,2,3 or 4)
col. 10 - NRE » (Ordinal) number of the set that

specifies the real well (»0 or
blank if KRE 4 9)

col. 15 - NIM * (Ordinal) number of the set that
specifies the imaginary well
(-0 or blank if KIM * 9)

col. 20 - NSO * (Ordinal) number of the set that
specifies the spin-orbit well
(»0 or blank if KSO * 9)

col. 25 - NC0UL * (Ordinal) number of the set that
specifies the charge potential
well («0 or blank if KCOUL i 9)

(The same number may appear more than once, e.g., if the
imaginary and the spin-orbit wells have the same form,
cols. 15 and 20 will have the same number. Where the
real and .imaginary are to be the same, use KIM * 10
rather than 9.)

Cards 9.01, 9.02,...:
Then follow NW sets of cards, each set containing the
number of cards necessary to contain NPTSl points, 7 to
a card. The cards of each set have the form:

Card 9. xx,
col. 1-10
col. 11-20

col. 61-70

values of the well-form specified at
points numbers 1,2,...,NPTSl (in floating
point format)

Each set begins a new card as above; the last card of a
set may have less than the full 7 entries. Let z «
integer part of (NPTSl+6)/7, then there are z cards per
set and m-z cards 9.01, 9.02,.... in all.

Note: The well-forms on these cards should be normalized; the code
will multiply them by VO, Wl, VSO or ZZ'e2 (respectively)
to obtain the appropriate parts of the potential.
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col.
col.
col.

24-25
30

31-40

For KAUTO = 1 Only:

Card No. S-l SEARCH CARD (Bound State Search)

col. 5 - 1

col, 10 - NODES ™ number of nodes in the bound state
wave function (excluding the ones
at 0 and infinity)

col. 15 - NPRT • 0 for normal printing
• 1 to suppress normal printing during search

col. 20 - NFIN » 0 for no additional printing at end
• 1 to do normal printing for converged case

NMAX1 — maximum number of steps in search

ZCONV (floating point) * convergence criterion for
logarithmic derivative (e. g., if ZCONV
" .001, the logarithmic derivatives must
not differ by more than .001 of the exter-
nal logarithmic derivative for convergence)

Card No S-2 SEARCH CARD (Bound State Search)

. col. 4-5 - Parameter Number (see Ii9t of FINPUT block)

specifying parameter to be varied

col. 10

col. 11-20 - Initial step (in same units as the parameter)

col. 21-30 - VMIN » lower bound on that parameter value

col. 31-40 - VMAX * upper bound on that parameter value

col. 41-50 - e « convergence criterion on that parameter
(in same units as the parameter value)

These two cards complete the search control sequence for KAUTO * 1.
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For KAUTO - 2 or 3:

Card No. S-l SCAN CONTROL CARD

col. 5 - NDIM = number of dimensions of the parameter
space to be scanned (NDIM ^9)

col. 9-10 - NSETS - number of sets of data to be used in
a single evaluation of ERRSO
(See Card S-3 for further details)
(NSETS > 0 for KAUTO-3-5) (NSETS <• 30)

col. 14-15 - NPRT - Print Control *0 to suppress normal printing
during calculation and give
only quantities entering
into ERRSQ

»1 to suppress almost all print-
ing, giving only the contri-
butions to ERRSQ

*-l to do all printing during
calculation and the table of
quantities entering into the
ERRSQ calculation

•-2 to do all printing during
calculation but give only
contributions to ERRSQ

Note: Normal printing is defined by KPRINT, Card 2.

col. 20 - NFIN - Final Print Control (applicable only if
NPRT is non-negative)

»0 no additional printing at end
»1 do normal printing for par-

ameter values with lowest
ERRSQ value
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For KAUTO = 2 or 3:

Cards Nos. S-2, S-2a, ... SCAN CARDS

There is one such card for each dimension specified by NDIM. The se-
quence of scanning through the parameter space is that the first Scan Card
specifies the parameter varied most frequently, the second — next most
frequently, and so on until the last which specifies the parameter varied
least frequently.

col. 3-5 - Parameter number (see list of FINPUT block)
specifying parameter to be varied

col. 10 (first card only) Number of differences specified, if dif-
ferent from 1 (maximum 9)

col. 11-20 - Starting value of parameter, VI

col. 21-30 - Difference, Dl

col. 31-40 - Termination value, V2

on the first card only, if col. 10 contains a value greater than 1,
additional differences and termination points may be specified:

col. 41-50- - Next difference, D2

col. 51-60 - Next termination value, V3

col. 61-70 - Next difference (if col. 10 greater than 2)

and so on (using cols. M ^ 0 , 21-30, ... ,61-70 on extra cards)
until Dn, V(n+1) is specified (where n is the value in col. 10)

Cards following for KAUTO • 2;

S-3 caru (if NSETS > 1)
Data (D-type) Cards (if NSETS > 0)

Cards following for KAUTO * 3:

The cards following these cards are:
S-3 card (if required)
D- cards
S-l (Search type) Card
S-2 (Search type) Card
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For KAOTO - 3, 4 or 5:

Card No. S-l SEARCH CONTROL CARD

col. 5 - NDIM = number of dimensions of the parameter
space to be searched over

(1 ̂  NDIM £ 9)

col. 9-10 - NSETS * number of sets of data to be used in a
single evaluation of ERRSQ (See
Card S-3 for further details). If
NSETS is 0 or blank, a value of 1 will
be assumed. (NSETS * 30)

col. 14-15 - NPRT - Print Control
•0 to suppress normal printing during

calculation and give only quantities
entering into the ERRSQ calculation

»1 to suppress almost all printing, giving
only the contributions to ERRSQ

•-1 to do all normal printing during a
calculation and give, in addition, the
quantities entering into the ERRSQ
calculation

— 2 to do all normal printing during a
calculation but give only contributions
to ERRSQ

col. 20 - NFIN - Final Print Control (applicable only if NPRT
is non-negative)
-0 no additional printing at end
•1 do normal printing for parameter values

with lowest ERRSQ value

col. 24-25 - NMAX4 - Maximum number of iterations using Simplex
Method for search (applies only if KAUTO
£4; also see note after NMAX5).

col. 29-30 - NMAX5 - Maximum number if iterations using Fletcher-
Powell -Davidon Method for search.

Note: The sum of NMAX4 and NMAX5 must be greater
than zero; if KAUTO - 5, NMAX4 is considered
to be zero, whatever the entry in cols. 24-25.

col. 31-40 - ZCONV • convergence criterion on ERRSQ; program ter-
minates if ERRSQ ̂  ZCONV.

col. 41-50
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For KAUTO = 3, 4 or 5 Only;

Cards Nos. S-2, S-2a, ... SEARCH CARDS

There is one such card for each dimension in the parameter space to be
searched (total NDIM). The order of these cards is inessential.

col. 3-5 - Parameter number (see list of FINPUT block)

specifying parameter to be varied.

col. 10

col. 11-20 - fe. -convergence criterion on that parameter
(in the same units as the parameter value)

col. 21-30 - VMIN. -lower limit on that parameter

col. 31-40 - VMAX. -upper limit on that parameter

A search will be considered to have met the convergence criterion for small
parameter variation if each of the NDIM parameters is varying less than its
respective e ; it will be terminated as being out of bounds if any parameter
goes outside its respective range: VMIN.-VMAX., endpoints included.

Special note for KAUTO • 3: For KAUTO = 3 only,.S-l and S-2 cards of the
search form appear at the end of the card input. Any S-3 or D-cards
will have followed the S-2 cards of the scan form. (See p. 1.15 for card order.;

Cards following (KAUTO » 4 or 5):

S-3 cards (if NSETS > 1)
D-type (Data) cards -- at least one set
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Card(s) No. S-3 SET SPECIFICATION

This card is present only if NSETS is greater than 1. In that case,
one of the parameters (specified below) has several values at which the
problem is calculated and compared to data to obtain a single ERRSQ
value to be minimized. Ordinarily, the parameter so varied is the energy
(parameter number 3); however, no restriction is placed on this parameter —
good sense should dictate its use.

col. 4-5 - Parameter number (see list of FINPUT block)
specifying which parameter is given in
the list that follows

col. 10

col. 11-20 - First value of that parameter (the first data
set will be compared to the calculation
with this value)

col. 21-30 - Second value of that parameter (the second data
set will be compared to the calculation with
this value)

col. 31-40

col. 41-50 and so on until NSETS values have been given
col. 51-60
col. 61-70

(if additional cards are necessary, use as many as necessary
starting with col. 11-20)

Note on DATA CARDS (D-l, D-2's, D-3's);

When NSETS is greater than 1, there must be NSETS sets of Data Cards

— each set is headed by a D-l type card. These sets follow one after the

other immediately behind the last S-3 type card.
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Card No. D-l - DATA CARDS (Set Header)

col. 4-5 - NOAD - Number of angular distribution groups in the set
(the total number of groups in all the data
sets must not exceed 60; there is no limita-
tion on how these groups are divided among
the sets.)

col. 10 - NTOT - Number of "total" quantities in the set
(NIOX S 2)

The next entries apply only if NTOT ̂  0 :

col. 14-15 - Datum Number (for "total" quantity specified)
* 1 for reaction cross-section (in barns)
« 2 for total elastic cross-section (in barns)

col. 20 - Weighting type
* 1 for weight as one point of an angular

distribution
* 2 for weight as the entire angular distribution

data

col. 21-30 - Data Value (units according to datum number)

col. 31-40 - Uncertainty in data value (same units)

col. 44-45

°°i* si fin " (Same as preceding four entries, but for second
col! 61-70 "total" quantity — if NTOT - 2)

For each of the NOAD groups, there follows a D-2 card and one or more D-3
type cards. If NOAD is 0, these cards are absent.

Different groups may be used for the same angular distribution when some
essential parameter on the D-2 card is to be varied: e.g., when different
normalizations (SCAL1) are expected for different parts of the angular
distribution.
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Card No. D-2 - DATA CARDS (Group Header):

col. 3-5 - NUMANG - Number of angles in the group
(the total number of angles in all groups
must not exceed 600; the total number
of distinct angles in all the groups of
the same set must not exceed 200) This
number defines the number of entries on
the data cards (D-3) that follow.

col. 10 - NXYPE - Type Number, identifying this angular
distribution
» 1 for elastic scattering (actual cross

sections given, in barns/sr)
* 2 for polarization (sign: anti-Basel)
• 3 for elastic scattering, expressed in

ratios to the Rutherford cross-section
(Note: units can be changed by SCAL1, below)

col. 15 - NFORM - Form in which data are given (-0,1 or 2)
See description of D-3 cards for details

col. 19-20 - NATYP - Angle specification type:
- 0 for angles given in degrees
»-l for cosines given

col. 25 - NERR - Data Uncertainties specification:
* 0 for uncertainties in same units as data
• 1 for uncertainties expressed as a frac-

tion of the data value (e.g., .05
means 5% uncertainty)

col. 30 - NERRX - Angular Resolution specification:
* 0 for no angular widths to be taken

account of in calculation
* 1 for gaussian distribution (half-width

specified in ERR2 or on D-3 card)
* 2 for slit (square distribution)

(half-width specified similarly)

col. 31-40 - ERRl - Uncertainty in Data Values (optional)
(units according to NERR)
All data points not having an uncertainty
specifically assigned (on a D-3 card) are
given this uncertainty

col. 41-50 - ERR2 - Half-width for angular resolution (optional)
(units of degrees) (applies if NERRX * 0) -
All data points not having a half-width
specifically assigned (on a D-3 card) are
given this half-width

col. 51-60 - SCALl - Scale for Data (multiplies data; multiplies
uncertainties if they are expressed in
the same units as the data)
If blank or 0., a scale of 1.0 is used.

col. 61-70 - SCAL2 - Scale for Uncertainties (multiplies uncertainties)
If blank or 0., a scale of 1.0 is used.

(This may be used to change relative weights of
the groups without repunching D-3 cards.)
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Card Nos. D-3 (D-3/1, D-3/2, etc.) DATA CARDS
The user has a choice of three forms (designated by the parameter NFORM

on the group header card):

NFORM = 0 (one data point per card):

col. 1-10 - Angle (units according to NATYP)

col. 11-20 - Data Value (units according to NTYPE)

col. 21-30 - Uncertainty in Data Value (units according to NERR)
If zero or blank, the value of ERR1 will be used.

col. 31-40 - Angular Half-width (in degrees) (according to NERRX)
If NERRX/0 and a half-width is not supplied, the
value of ERR2 will be used.

NFORM • 1 (up to seven data points per card):

C°l 11-20 " Data Values (units according to NTYPE)
c These will correspond to the angles specified in the
* " " main input set, one data point to each angle, starting

col. 61-70 with the first. NUMANG may not exceed NANG .

(In this format, Uncertainties and Half-widths can be speci-
fied only through ERR1 and ERR2 on the group header card.)

NFORM • 2 (two data points per card):

col. 11-20 - • Angle (units according to NATYP)

col. 21-30 - Data Value (units according to NTYPE)

col. 31-40 - Uncertainty in Data Value (units according to NERR)
If zero or blank, the value of ERR1 will be used.

col" 51-60 " (Same a s first three entries, but for next data point)

col. 61-70

(In this format, Half-widths can be specified only through
ERR2 on the group header card.)

Note: This form allows the use of data cards punched for
ABACUS-2.

Effects of Scaling:
Let d be a data value appearing on a D-3 card and e the corresponding

uncertainty. Then the actual values used in computing ERRSQ are:
Experimental Value « d if SCAL1»O. or is blank

« (SCALl)-d if SCAL1 t 0.

Weight »(l/x)2, where x * e1 if both SCALl and SCAL2 are 0. or blank
- (SCALl).e' if SCALl ± 0. (similarly SCAL2)
* (SCALl)-(SCAL2)'e' If both SCALl, SCAL2 ^ 0.

and e'» the value given on a D-3 card or, if that entry
is absent or 0., ERRl as given on the D-2 card. If
NERR « 1, the value used for e' is e-d or ERRl'd, re-
spectively. (If both e and ERRl are absent, 0.1'd
is used for e', i.e., 107. errors.)
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PARAMETER CHANGES

This procedure allows for few-parameter changes without the necessity
of punching a full set of input cards. The following cards follow immediately
after the input deck (or a previous set of parameter change cards). The
parameters changed are those existing at the end of the run specified by
the preceding deck. Thus if successive sets of parameter change cards are
used, the effect is cumulative. If the preceding deck involved a search,
the parameters are those at which the calculation converged or went out of
bounds.

First Card (Same as Title Card)

col. 1-70 - (Alphanumeric data) Title

col. 71-72 - -n (minus sign followed by 1 thru 9) for n changes.

Next n Cards
For Change in a Control Parameter

col. 4-5 - Parameter Number (see table of INPUT block) of parameter
to be changed. (Integer format, right adjusted.)

col. 6-10 - New value of that parameter (integer format, right adjusted)

Warning: Not all changes in a control parameter make sense;
where the result of the change in a control parameter is to
require that some.other input parameters be specified, the
run may abort. E. g., If KSO is changed from 1 to 2 and no
A7 is present, the Well generator will"assume A7 » 0. and abort
trying to compute a zero-width well.

For Change in other parameters

col. 1-5 - (blank)

col. 8-10 - Parameter Number (see table of FINPUT block) of parameter
to be changed. (Integer format, right adjusted.)

col. 11-20 - New value of parameter (floating point format)

Special provisions for KAUTO + 0 cases;

Parameter change cards may be used in conjunction with search or scan pro-
cedures. If on completion of reading the above change cards KAUTO i4 0, S-l and
S-2 cards should follow. (S-3 and O-type cards may not be read in at this stage.)
Previous set specification and data card information is retained. (Thus it is
not possible to change from KAUTO - 0 to KAUTO - 3, 4 or 5 or to KAUTO * 2 with
NSETS j* 0.) The order of these cards is as follows:

KAUTO • 1 KAUTO » 2 KAUTO - 3 KAI3T0 - 4.5

Card S-l (B.S.Search) Card S-l (Scan) Card S-l (Scan) Card S-l (Search)
Card S-2 (B.S.Search) Card S-2, S-2a, Cards S-2(Scan) Cards S-2, S-2a, ...

... (Scan) Card S-l (Search) (Search)
Cards S-2 (Search)
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OUTPUT

1. Scattering Problem

BLOCK 1: Input and Derived Parameters

The Title Card's alphanumeric information is reproduced together with
an identifier naming the program and its current version number. (On KTRL*2
termination, the Title Card's data, and the message "A-THREE SIGNOFF." is
given — repeated thrice).

Then follows a list of the control parameters — numbers 1-16 correspond
to the sixteen entries on Card No. 2, numbers 17-20 correspond to the four
entries on Card No. 8 (if no Card No. 8 is called for, these are zero or
blank). (These parameter numbers are the same numbers as are used to effect
changes in these parameters using Parameter Change cards.)

This is followed by a list of the input parameters -- numbers 1-50
corresponding to the entries on Cards Nos. 3, 4, 5, [5a,5b,] and 6. (These
parameter numbers are the same numbers as are used to effect changes on a
Parameter Change Card or to direct a search or scan of those parameters on
a Search Card or Scan Card.)

Below this list appear six columns of numbers: the first two contain
calculated parameters (in some carses, input parameters with their default
values assigned). These are labelled, with dimensions given in most cases.
(They are the quantities that appear in the block DERIV (1-20).) The
last four columns list Rg-i, R-i, A-i for i * 1,10. (Where RQ'S are given,
the R's are calculated and vice versa. In calculating Rn's, the relation
R - RnA1'3 is used for AINC < 4.5 and R « Rn (A,1/3 + A,*/3) for
A1NC >4.5.)

The last lines contain the lab energy (binding energy in the case of a
Bound State problem) and the factor relating R to RQ.

[This block, except for the Title Card information, may be suppressed
during scan or search procedures by use of the control parameters KPRINT
(col. 71) and NPRT; KPRINT also controls suppression for parameter changes
initiated by parameter Change Cards.]

BLOCK 2: Veils (Optional)

[This block appears only if KPRINT (col. 73) is non-zero.]

Seven columns of numbers are given: column 1 gives the point number
starting at 1 (not 0); column 2 the corresponding radius in Fermis (start-
ing at r * 0 ) ; columns 3, 4, 5 and 6 contain (respectively) the values of
the real (non-spin-dependent--excluding Coulomb) potential, the imaginary
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potential, the spin-orbit (excluding the £>s factor) potential and the
Coulomb potential; the last column contains the sum of the real and Coulomb
parts (col 3 + col 6). All potentials are given in units of MeV. The
interval specified on the Control Card governs how many points are printed:
Let i be the interval, then points numbered 1, 1+i, 1+21,.... are given up
to the highest-numbered point not greater than NPTS1.

[This block may be suppressed during search and scan procedures through
use of the control parameter NFR1.]

BLOCK 3: Phase Shifts

Unless printing of phase shifts is suppressed (Control parameter KFRZNT
(col. 74)) the following information is given for each partial wave cal-
culated: i, j, ReS, ImS, |s|, <p - tan"1 (ImS/ReS) and T - l-|s|2.
(Sjj - exp(2i&gj) where &£j is the phase shift.)

At the end of this block, calculated total cross section quantities are
given: total reaction cross section (in barns), total elastic cross section
(in barns) and total cross section (in barns) — the latter two for uncharged
particle reactions only. [These are not subject to suppression by the
control on phase shifts.]

[This entire block may be suppressed during search and scan procedures
through use of the control parameter NPRT.]

BLOCK 4: Angular Distributions

This block contains calculated elastic scattering angular distributions,
polarizations, etc. Eleven columns of numbers are given: columns 1 and 2
contain the angle (in degrees) and the cosine - both in the ceater-of-mass
system; column 3 contains the center-of-mass differential-elastic scattering
cross-section, der/dw, in barns/steradian; column 4 contains the polarization -
sign is opposite to that of the Basel Convention; columns 5, 6 and 7 contain
values of the angle, cosine, and differential-elastic scattering cross-
section in the lab system (corresponding to columns 1, 2 and 3); column 8
contains the center-of-mass nuclear cross-section only (apart from pure
Coulomb and Coulomb-nuclear interference*); column 9 contains the center-
ofrmass pure Coulomb crosa-section (Rutherford cross-section); column 10
contains the ratio of the differential-elastic cross-section to the
Rutherford cross-section, dcr/dô ; and column 11 repeats the center-of-mass
angle for convenience in reading.

(*Note: the effect of a charge distribution which deviates from pure
Coulomb - 1/r - appears in the nuclear cross-section part.)

[This block may be suppressed during search or scan procedures by use
of control parameter NPRT. The quantities entering into the calculation of
ERRSQ may be obtained without a complete Block 4 also through use of NPRT.]
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BLOCKS WF: Wave Functions

[These appear only if requested through control parameter KPRINT,
col. 75 and the additional controls on Card No. 8.]

Wave functions may be printed, punched or written to a file (called
TAPE1.)

If printed, radial wave functions appear immediately after the phase
shifts for the respective partial wave. The real part is given first,
followed by the imaginary part. For each part, the arrangement is as follows:
five points are printed per line; the first two entries on each line are
the point number (starting with 1) and the radius (starting with 0.) corres-
ponding to the first of the five points on the line. The interval between
successive points is determined by the control parameter KPRINT, col. 75.
If i is the interval, then the first line prints points numbered 1, 1+i,
l+2i, l+3i, l+4i, the second line points numbered 1+5i, l+6i, l+7i, l+8i
1+9i, and so on until the highest-numbered point not greater than NPTS2.

If punched, a "leader card" containing l,j, the words "REAL" or "IMAG"
and the interval in r between points actually punched precedes each part
of each partial wave. The partial waves are given in format (6E12.5, 18)
with the last eight digits encoding i. (col 73-75) j (col 7 6 - 1 for
j • JB-£ and 2 for j « i or i+|), real or imaginary part (col 77 • 1 for
real, - 2 for imaginary) and the point number of the first point on the
card (col 77-80, * 001, 007,...,997). The interval between points is
governed in the same way as for printing.

If written to a file, that file is called TAPE1 and appropriate request
and catalog cards are required in the job control card sequence. The
format of the file is as follows:

Record 1 (general information) :AIN, ATARG, ELAB, (DERIV(I), 1-1,20) —
i.e., the incident particle mass, target mass, lab energy and the twenty
quantities in the table printed in Block 1.

Record 2 (partial wave header): £, j, m, n, DR, K2 where i,j (in
floating point format) describe the partial wave, m - 1 or 2 indicates
whether a real or both a real and imaginary part follow, n • the number
of points actually written in the m records that follow, DR is the interval
in r between successive points and K2 • 0 or 1 according as this partial
wave is not or is the last for this calculation.

Record 3 (partial wave-real part): n words - Re(u, J ) ^

Record 4 (partial wave-imaginary part): n words - 1m(\ios). — absent
if m - 1 J l

Records of the form of Records 2, 3, 4 follow for each £,\ requested.

On signoff, a closing record, in length like Record 1 but appearance
like Records 1 or 2 with ^ - j - m - n - 0 , DR-10 1 0 0 and K2--1 and the
remaining 17 words of zeros are written.
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Intervals between points written to the file are governed by the control
parameter KPRINT (col 75) just as in the case of printing and punching.

[All output in this block is suppressed when print suppression during
search or scan procedures, goverened by the contxA parameter, NPRT, is*
in effect.]

BLOCK 5. Search

Each group of angular distribution data and calculations is blocked
together in a table of seven columns: column 1 contains the center-of-mass
angle; column 2 the calculated value (in the same units as that quantity
is ordinarily given by the code); column 3 gives the experimental value,
appropriately scaled; column 4 the (signed) difference between the calculated
and experimental values; column 5 the uncertainty in the data value (appro-
priately scaled); column 6 the (signed) ratio of the difference to the
experimental value and column 7 the contribution to ERRSQ.

After each group, the partial sum (sum of contributions to ERRSQ) is
given — omitted in a one-group set.

When total cross-sections, etc. are included, they are noted after all
the angular distribution groups. Each such contribution'is weighted (1)
as a single point of an angular distribution or (2) as all the angular
distribution quantities together (as specified in the data input). The
relative weights may be altered by scaling.

At the end of each set, the sum of the contributions from all angular
distribution groups divided by the total number of points in all the groups
plus the contribution due to "total" quantities is given.

Finally, a total ERRSQ is given.

When scan procedures are in effect (KAUTO« 2 or 3), following the
completion of each 2-dimensional subset, a map of ERRSQ's as functions
of the first and second-named parameters is given, together with the para-
meters corresponding to the minimum BKRSQ for that map.

When FPD search procedures are in effect (NMAX5 <f> 0 and KAUTO ̂  3),
the H-matrix is given whenever it is recomputed.

Upon completion the value and corresponding parameters for the minimum
ERRSQ are given.

[When NPRT * 1 or -2, only the information in the last two paragraphs
is given; when NPRT » 0 or 1 all output - printed, punched or written to
file - that is noted in the description, of the respective blocks to be
suppressible during search and scan procedures is suppressed.
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When NFDJ » 1 and termination is normal, a full set of output for Blocks
> 4 and WF is produced using the parameters corresponding to the lowest
ERRSQ. (Non-normal terminations include (1) parameters out of bounds, and
(2) H-matrix not positive definite.)]

ADDITIONAL CARD OUTPUT

In addition to the possibility of punching out radial wave functions
(controlled by KPRXNT), KPUNCH allows S-matrix elements and angular distri-
butions to be punched. These can then be used as input to other programs --
angular distributions, in particular, to programs for plotting devices.

If KPUNCH (col. 79) is 1, the four quantities 4, j, Re(S) and Im(S)
are punched on a separate card for each partial wave calculated. Format
is (2F10.1, 2E20.8).

If KPUNCH (col. 80) is 1, the four quantities 9c.m., (dc/dw)c m#, do/daR
and P are punched on a separate card for each angle calculated. Format
is (F10.2, 3E15.5).

[Both of these sets of punched output are subject to suppression during
search and scan procedures.]

2. Bound State Problem

BLOCK 1: Input and Derived Parameters

BLOCK 2: Wells (Optional)

Same as for a Scattering Problem.

BLOCK 3: Logarithmic Derivatives

The internal logarithmic derivative, external logarithmic derivative,
number of nodes and matching radius are given.
[When NPRT is active during search or scan procedures, this information is
given, but in a more compact line.]

BLOCK WF: Wave Functions
Same as for a Scattering Problem. Note that the partial wave has only one
part, the real part, and that there is only one partial wave per problem.
Since the wave function will, in general, have a discontinuity in derivative
at the matching radius, wave function output should not be requested except
for reasonably converged logarithmic derivative matches,
[when NPRT is active during search or scan procedures, the above information
may be suppressed.]
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ERROR INFORMATION

1. Error Messages related to checking of input parameters

INPUT ERROR — CONTROL CARD, ENTRY NO. nn

This indicates that an invalid control number has been found on checking
the Control Card; the number nn (nn-1 to 16) is the parameter number
in the "Input" block, as well as the entry number on the Control Card.

INPUT ERROR CARD NO. m, ENTRY NO. nn

This indicates that an improper input value (on a card other than the
Control Card) has been found on checking that card, no. m, where m is the
card number as given in the input description, nn is the entry number
for that card or card sequence. (Thus if m»7 and nn = 12, the 12th angle
or cosine would be suspect.) When parameter changes are being made, m
indicates the mth change card. Card Nos. 51, 52, 53 indicate S-l, S-2,
S-3 search or scan cards; card nos. 61, 62, 63 indicate D-l, D-2, D-3
data cards.

ERROR DETECTED IN ROUTINE :'** AAAA *** RELATED
TO INPUT PARAMETER nn.

This indicates detection of an error traceable to an invalid input para-
meter or change in an input parameter. When several input parameters
combine to tn"?se an invalid situation, only the first one tested is flagged.
The number nn is the parameter's number in the FINPUT block.

*****CONTROL PARAMETER ERROR, PARAMETER NO. nn

This indicates detection of an error in a control parameter, either as a
result of input or a parameter change. The number nn is the parameter's
number in the INPUT block.

2. Other Error Messages

ERROR DETECTED IN ROUTINE **** AAAA ****, ERROR NO. nn

This indicates detection of an error, generally related to invalid input,
but sufficiently removed from the original parameters not to be directly
attributable to one of them. The error number is that of a statement
number near its occurrence. (See appended list for further clues.)
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LMAX SET TO 400

This indicates that the internal criterion for choosing Jimg^ requested
a number of in excess of 400, but was truncated to 400 due bo dimension
limitations. (In place of 400, other numbers up to 800 may appear.)

ILLEGAL ATTEMPT TO CHANGE POINT-BY-POINT WELL

This indicates an attempt to change a point-by-point well by changing
inapplicable parameters, e.g. radii, diffusenesses. In this case, the run
is not aborted and the well values are unchanged.

Wells Section:
210

212

245

701-704

710

Error List

Coulomb barrier coordinates requested and Coulomb
potential is negative

No solution to equation connecting Coulomb barrier
. coordinates to Woods-Saxon well

Imaginary part of potential scaled to a real part
which is identically zero

A point-by-point well has been specified and either
the cutoff-radius or the number of points has
been changed (701-real part, 702-imaginary
part, )

A point-by-point well has been specified together
with a real proportional part and change of
this combination has been requested. (Due
to space limitations only one array is retained •
the combined imaginary part; these cannot be
unfolded).

Scattering Section:
323

324

Boundary condition match at zero of wave function

Denominator • 0 in calculation of S-matrix elements
(equivalent to determinant of linear equations
at match is 0).

,. continued on next page....
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Search Section:
421

422

423

525
550
920

The total number of angular distribution data groups
exceeds 60

The total number of data points in all angular
distributions exceeds 600

Data based on angles listed on Card 7 is supplied
and there is no Card 7 angle list

Data angle not found
Bad IRET parameter
Bad KSRCH2 parameter

Bound State Section:
605/607

606
620

Log derivative is attempted at point where wave
function (inner/outer) is 0.

Hankel function for £ ^ 100 requested
Bound state wave function = 0.
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SPECIAL SUBROUTINES

For each part of the potential, provision is made for calculation
by a user-supplied subroutine. The code (as supplied) contains four dummy
subroutines: WELR, WELI, WELS and WELC which are accessed when KRE, KIM,
KSO or KCOUL (respectively) * 8. (As they stand, the dummy subroutines
"return" with no calculation.) When user-supplied subroutines are substi-
tuted for the dummy ones, alternative calculations of the appropriate parts
of the potential may be obtained.

Each dummy source deck contains information (on comment cards)
describing how connection with the code is made. The following are common
to all four:

IERR * parameter in calling sequence. User should return
0, if no errors are detected
N, if the error detected is due to input parameter N

(located in FINPUT(N))
-M, where M is arbitrary (but not in conflict with one

of the listed errors) to indicate an error peculiar to
this subroutine.

KCAPT • flag set in user subroutine to indicate mandatory return to
the subroutine for any recalculation of the potential:
KCAPT « OR(KCAPT,K) where K * 1,2,4, or 8 for WELR, WELI,
WELS or WELC (respectively). Unless this flag is set,
recalculation takes place in the manner standard to the
main code:

(a) if VI, Wl or VSO are changed, the real, imaginary or
or spin-orbit parts (respectively) of the potential are
recomputed by scaling; if either ZINC or ZTARG is changed,
the Coulomb part is recomputed by scaling.
(b) when size parameters Rl, Al, R5, A5 (for real part),
R2, A2, R3, A3 (for imaginary part), R7, A7 (for spin-
orbit part) or RC, A4 (for Coulomb part) are changed,
or when either AINC or ATARG are changed and radii are
dependent on these parameters (KROjtO case), the main
program will return to the user subroutine for recalcu-
lation (and the flag IRET - 2 will be set).

For all other parameters, no action will take place (well
part left unchanged).

IRET * flag set in main code
•1 for an initial calculation: at this point, calculation

by the user subroutine is required to create the appro-
priate part of the potential.

«2 for a subsequent pass: the user subroutine may assume
the last calculated potential is in the appropriate array
and proceed from there.
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RSTART »

RMATCH -

DELTAR -

KPTS1 -

RS(n) n

AS(n)

r-value (in fermis) at which hard core potential ends
(usually 0.)

r-value (in fermis) at which potential goes to zero (except
for 1/r Coulomb term)

interval in r (in fermis) between grid points

number of points from r*0 to r»RMATCH, including endpoints.
(r-0 corresponds to point 1, r» DELTAR to point 2, ,
r»RMATCH to point KPTSl).

. ,Qm values corresponding to the input quantities
***** R-n, A-n (already converted to true radii, if

input was as r-'s).

V0,Vi,W0,Wl,W2,VS0,F17

FINPUT(2l-27)
FINPOT(31-37)

values corresponding to the input parameters
of the same names (but with the energy
dependence included in the case where
KPOT • -1 or -2. Original values of these
input quantities are in FINFUT(11-17).)

current values of additional input quantities F21-F27
and F31-F37 (when KPOT • 1 or 2).

Calculation by the respective subroutines should place resulting parts
of the potential (with strengths multiplied in) in the appropriate arrays
(see table below) and overall strength should be saved in the appropriate
location in order to allow for changes in the potential by scaling:

Item

Subroutine Name
Potential goes in

array
Strength saved in
Usual locations

for strength(s)
Usual locations for

radii,
diffusenessee

* Hote that COUIMEV

real part

WELR
VR

VTOT
VI, V2

RS(1),RS(5)
AS(1),AS(5)

« ZZ'e2 (in

imaginary
part
WELI
VI

VIMS
Wl,W2

RS(2),RS(3)
AS(2),AS(3)

MeV-Fm)

spin-orbit
part

WELS
VS

OLDVSO
VSO

RS(7)
AS (7)

Coulomb
. part

WELC
VC

OLDCOUL
COULMEV

RS(4)
AS (4)

Potentials are developed in the following order: real, imaginary, spin-
orbit, Coulomb. Thus one can assume that array VR already contains the real
part of the potential when working in WELI; arrays VS and VC, will, however,
contain the last calculated values, unless this is an initial pass (in which
case the arrays will be zero).
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TABLE OF CONTROL NUMBERS
(integers)

Control Parameter Number
INPUT (i)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Symbol

KLASS
KRE
KIM
KSO
KCOUL
NPTSl
NPTS2
KAUTO
KANG
NANG
KRO
KPOT
KRAD
KREF
KPRINT
KPUNCH
KWF

(no name)
LI
L2

Range

1 to 2
0 to 9
0 to 19
0 to 9
0 to 9
10 to 501
0 to 1001
0 to 5
-1 to 2
-200 to 200
-1 to 2
-2 to 2
0 to 2
-10 to 16
0 to 10919
0 to 11
1 to 4

(blank) or 'ALL1

0 to 800
0 to 800

Default Value
(if any)

0
0
0
0

• NPTSl
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

blank
0

£ 800

Numbers 1-16 are defined on Card No. 2, numbers 17-20 on Card No. 8 (optional),

\
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Parameter Number
(FINPUT (i))

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
L4
15
16
17

(18-20

21-27
(28-30

31-37
(38-40

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

(49-50

51
52
53
54
55
56

57-58
(59-60

TABLE OF INPUT PARAMETERS
(floating point)

Symbol

ZINC
AINC
EN
ELL or FLMIN
EJJ or FLMAX

ZTARG
ATARG
RCUTOFF
RSTOP
RSTART

VO
VI
WO
Wl
172
VSO
F17
F18 to F20

F21 to F27
F28 to F30

F31 to F37
F38 to F40

Rl
Al
R2
A2
R3
A3
R4 or RC
A4
F49, F50

R5
A5
R6
A6
R7
A7
F57, F58
F59, F60

Defined on Card No.

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

not defined)

5a
not defined)

5b
not defined)

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

not defined)

6a
6a
6a
6a
6a
6a
6a

not defined)
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61
62
63
64
65
66

67-68
(69-80

81
82

(83-90

91
92
• • •
150

R8
A8
R9
A9
RIO
A10
F67, F68
F69 -F80

ANGO
DANG
F83-F90

SCAL1 (group 1)
SCAL1 (group 2)

6b
6b
6b
6b
6b
6b
6b

not defined)

7
7

not defined)

D-2
D-2

SCAL1 (group 60) D-2

Notes: The positions of SCALl's in the FINPUT block, beginning at
FINPUT (91) correspond to the order of occurrence of D-2 cards
(independent of the specific numbers of groups per data set or
number of data sets).

Quantities with numbers of the form Fnn may be read in from
standard input cards, into corresponding positions in the FINPUT
block, for use in special well subroutines (KRE, KIM, KSO or
KCOUL «8).

Quantities "not defined" on any standard input cards are still
accessible by parameter change procedures. They may also be used
by special well subroutines provided those subroutines make provision
for reading them.
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